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A high-density helicon plasma source with very large volume, 75 cm in diameter and 486 cm in
axial length, has been developed, and its characteristics have been investigated. Furthermore, the
radial density profile control has been successfully demonstrated by utilizing two techniques:s1d by
changing the magnetic field configurations near the antenna ands2d by changing the antenna
radiation-field patterns. Using two types of large-diameter spiral antennae, plasma with density
exceeding 1012 cm−3 has been produced with several hundreds of watts of radio frequency power.
By changing the magnetic field configuration near the antenna, the threshold power and the degree
of the density change in a density jump can be varied. The electron density reaches the maximum
away from the antenna; then decays weakly along the axial direction. ©2005 American Institute of
Physics. fDOI: 10.1063/1.1861058g

Developing a large volume plasma source capable of
producing a high density, current-free plasma is very impor-
tant for many fields; profile control under various magnetic
field configurations is also much needed. A helicon plasma
source1–10 that employs helicon waves for plasma production
has been extensively investigated as a very efficient source
of current-free dense plasma for both fundamental research
and numerous application studies. However, most helicon
sources are small, typically less than 10 cm in diameter, and
radial density profile control has not been seriously at-
tempted in spite of the fact that this control is a critical prob-
lem to be solved.

Large helicon sources have been developed at some
institutions,11–13using spiral antennae installed at just outside
the vacuum chamber. However, detailed plasma characteriza-
tion and the radial profile control have not been sufficiently
investigated. In this Brief Communication, we present in
more detail the characteristics and the profile control of a
very efficient, large-volume helicon plasma source13 s75 cm
in diameter and 486 cm in axial lengthd at the Institute of
Space and Astronautical SciencesISASd, a division of the
Japan Aerospace Exploration AgencysJAXAd. The depen-
dences of the electron density on various parameters have
been carefully investigated, and innovative methods of con-
trolling plasma profiles were demonstrated by changing the
magnetic field configurations and by changing the antenna
radiation-field patterns. The details of the experimental setup
is described in Ref. 13.

First, we present the experimental results showing the
highly efficient production of high-density plasma. Through-
out the paper, unless denoted specifically, the full spiral turns
with the high voltagesgroundd feeding point being the outer
side scenterd of the antenna are used in a pulsed discharge
mode. Figure 1 shows the relationships between the plasma

densitiesne and the input rf powerPinp, changing the sepa-
rate coil currentIs, which can change the strength of the
magnetic field near the typeA antennas6 turns with 23 cm in
outer diameterd.13 Plasma can be initiated at as low asPinp

,1 W, wherene is on the order of 109 cm−3. The discharge
mechanism in this low density regime may be categorized as
a capacitively coupled plasmasCCPd discharge.6 Wave
propagation along thez axis is not observed before the den-
sity jump, and as is often seen14 with increasing rf power,
plasma behavior alters from CCP to helicon plasma dis-
chargesHPd through inductively coupled plasmasICPd.6,15

With the increase inPinp, ne increases. WhenPinp exceeds the
threshold powerPth, that is in a range of 70–300 W, a so-
called “density jump” to the order of 1012 cm−3 is observed.
It can be seen that bothPth and the large density increment of
Dne increase as the separate coil currentIs is increased. Note
that the densities just before and after the jump also increase
with Is. This behavior agrees with the results of earlier
experiments16 and numerical results,17 using a loop antenna
wound around a small glass tube, and also with recent nu-
merical results18 calculated for nearly the same conditions as
the present experiments using a spiral antenna. The value of
Pth tends to decrease with the increase in Ar fill pressurePAr.

We have verified, through the measurements of the wave
dispersion relation, that the discharge mechanism after the
jump is indeed based on helicon waves by monitoring the
axial component of the rf magnetic field. The electron den-
sity as a function of the input rf power for the typeB
antenna13 s4 turns with 43 cm in outer diameterd shows the
same tendency as with the typeA antenna. The maximum
density obtained so far is 2.531012 cm−3 by the use of the
type B antenna, with Pinp=549 W, PAr =0.5 mTorr, Im

=286 A scorresponding to a main field of 800 Gd, and Is

=16 A. This maximum density is only limited by the capa-
bility of our rf amplifier, less than 1 kW. An even higheradElectronic mail: sinohara@aees.kyushu-u.ac.jp
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density should be able to be obtained with a more powerful
rf amplifier.

Next, we present the results of the radial and axial
plasma profiles under various conditions. First, control of the
radial electron density profile has been attempted by chang-
ing the magnetic field configuration near the antenna, which
can be achieved by varyingIs, as well as by changing the
antenna radiation-field pattern in two ways. Figure 2 shows
the radial profiles of the electron density measured atz
=150 cm using the former method, i.e., the magnetic field
effect, with the typeB antenna. These profiles are taken be-
fore fFig. 2sadg and after fFig. 2sbdg the density jumps,

changingIs with the constant main field of 140 G except
for one case in Fig. 2sad, which has no magnetic field
sIm= Is=0 Ad. As shown in Fig. 2sad, in which CCP/ICP dis-
charges are expected, the magnetized plasma column withne

on the order of 1010 cm−3 has a rather broad radial density
profile, and this profile becomes broader with the increase in
Is from 0 to 16 A: the full width at half maximumsFWHMd
widens from 35 to 42 cm. In the case of no magnetic field,
i.e., Im= Is=0 A, the plasma is much more uniform along the
radial directionsFWHM is ,60 cmd, although the density is
low s,63109 cm−3d due to the monotonic decrease inne in
the axial directionfsee Fig. 6sadg. After the density jump, the
discharge mode changes to the HP mode; the plasma column
also has a broader radial density profile with the increase in
Is. This tendency is much clearer especially for lowPAr:
FWHM is 16 s40d cm with Im=50 A, Is=0 s16d A, and PAr

=0.5 mTorr, while FWHM is 30s33d cm with Im=50 A, Is

=0 s16d A, and PAr =2 mTorr.
The dependence of the radial profile onIs after the jump

can be understood as follows: the degree of field conver-
gence from the antenna region to the main field region be-
comes weakersthat is, field uniformity improves near the
antennad as Is is increased; as a result, the plasma flowssthe
plasma is also generated in the wave excitation regiond more
naturally along the field line to make the radial density pro-
file broader. Considering the discussions of the magnetic
field configurations, a much more peaked radial density pro-
file can be realized with a larger main field strength. For
example, FWHM is quite narrows13 cmd with Is=16 A and

FIG. 1. Relationship between the electron densityne and the input rf power
Pinp, changing the separate coil currentIs near the typeA antenna:
Is=sad 0 A, sbd 5 A, scd 10 A, and sdd 15 A. Here, fill pressure is
PAr =2 mTorr and the main field is 140 Gsmain coil currentIm=50 Ad.
Open circles, closed triangles, and open boxes show measurements at
z=37 cm, 150 cm, and 370 cm, respectively. Vertical dotted lines denote the
threshold rf input powerPth for the density jump.

FIG. 2. Radial profiles ofne at z=150 cm, changing the magnetic field
configurations with the typeB antenna:sad Open boxes, open triangles, and
closed triangles showsIm,Isd=s0 A,0 Ad, s50 A,0 Ad, and s50 A,16 Ad,
respectively, withPAr =2 mTorr; andsbd open and closed circlessopen and
closed trianglesd meansIm,Isd=s50 A,0 Ad and s50 A,16 Ad, respectively,
with PAr =0.5s2d mTorr.
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Im=286 A smain field is 800 Gd due to the strong convergent
field. This case corresponds to the highest density case men-
tioned earlier sne=2.531012 cm−3 with Pinp=549 W and
PAr =0.5 mTorrd. On the other hand, it will be possible to
widen the plasma column further if the divergent field is
applied near the antenna region. This will be a great advan-
tage in that the diameters of a spiral antenna and a window
can be much smaller than the diameter of the plasma column.
We emphasize here that a helicon wave can propagate along
the field lines in both convergent and divergent magnetic
field configurations.19

The second method to control the radial electron density
profile is to vary the radiation-field pattern of the antenna in
two ways; one is to change the position and the number of
turns of the spiral antenna used to radiate the rf fields, and
the other is to switch the positions of the high voltage and
ground feeding points. To test the effectiveness of the former
technique, the results of the two experiments, in which the
inner 2 spiral turns and the outer 2 spiral turns of the typeB
antenna are used, are compared in Fig. 3. The radial density
profile in the case of the outer 2 turns is broader than that in
the inner 2 turns. The radial profile, especially in the case of
the outer 2 turns, often exhibits a hollow shape as can be
seen in Fig. 3. Beforesafterd the density jump, the values of
FWHM are 50s41d cm and 45s33d cm in the cases of the
outer and the inner 2 turns, respectively. On the other hand,
FWHM is found to be 41 cm in Fig. 3sbd without a hollow
profile after the density jump when the full 4 spiral turns are

used. This value lies between the cases of the inner 2 turns
and the outer 2 turns in Fig. 3sbd.

These different profiles reflect the variation of the an-
tenna radiation-field pattern. E.g., in the case of the inner 2
turns, the region in which helicon waves are excited is ex-
pected to be narrowersconstrictedd in the radial direction.

Another way to change the radial density profile is to
switch the positions of the high voltage and ground feeding
points. We found that even when we used the same inner 2
spiral turns, the radial electron density profile showed a
broadersand sometimes hollowd profile, as shown in Figs.
4sad and 4sbd, if the high-voltage side is connected to the
outer position of the antenna and its center is grounded. This
can be understood as being the result of the CCP generation
effect, since a high voltage is applied to the outer 2 turns if
the high voltage feeding position is the outer position of the
2 inner turns, even though there is no direct rf current in the
outer 2 turns. However, as the rf power is increased, from
Figs. 4sad to 4scd, the CCP effect fades out due to the con-

FIG. 3. Radial profiles ofne at z=150 cm, changing electrical connections
of taps in the typeB antenna withPAr =0.5 mTorr,Im=50 A, andIs=16 A:
sad Closed triangles and open boxes show the cases having outer 2 turns and
inner 2 turns, respectively, before the density jumps; andsbd open circles,
closed triangles, and open boxes denote the cases of 4 full turns, outer 2
turns, and inner 2 turns, respectively, after the density jumps.

FIG. 4. Radial profiles ofne at z=150 cm, changing the electrical connec-
tions of the taps in the typeB antenna susing inner 2 turnsd with
PAr =0.5 mTorr, Im=50 A, and Is=16 A. Here, closed trianglessopen
boxesd denote the high voltage side of the rf input being at the outer side
sinner sided of the antenna. Here,Pinp is increased fromsad to scd; casessad
and sbd are taken before the density jumps, and casescd is after the jumps.
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tribution of inductive and helicon generation effects becom-
ing significant.

The features of the axial density profiles are described
next. Figure 5 shows an example using the typeA antenna.
Along thez axis,ne increases and reaches a maximum value
of 1.3531012 cm−3 at z,60 cm; then, it gradually de-
creases. Figure 6 shows the axialne profiles using the typeB
antenna before and after the density jumps. For the purely
ICP case without a magnetic fieldsi.e., Im= Is=0 Ad as
shown in Fig. 6sad, the plasma decays monotonically along
the z axis. Here, thee-folding length of the density decay is

43 cm. On the other hand, with a background magnetic field,
regardless of the magnetic field configuration and of the
presence of density jumps or the discharge regimes,ne in-
creases along thez axis, and the axial position of the maxi-
mum ne lies between 60 cm and 150 cm, depending on con-
ditions, such as the fill pressure and the magnetic field
geometry sdegree of convergent fieldd. Plasma uniformity
along thez axis is very good: the decay length after the
maximum density position is typically.100 cm. The decay
length becomes even longer with a decrease in fill pressure,
which is consistent with previous results,11 and an increase in
Is sweaker convergent fieldd. In order to achieve a uniform
high-density plasma in the axial direction, it is better to have
conditionssroughlyd of Im.30 A smain field is.84 Gd and
Is.10 A, for the magnetic field.

To summarize, a high-density helicon plasma source
with a very large volume, 75 cm in diameter and 486 cm in
axial length, has been developed and the characteristics of
this source have been investigated in detail. A plasma with an
electron density of more than 1012 cm−3 has been success-
fully produced using several hundreds of watts of rf power.
Control of the radial density profile has been carried out by
varying the magnetic field configurations and the antenna
field patterns.
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FIG. 5. Axial profile of ne using the typeA antenna withPAr =2 mTorr,
Pinp=390 W, Im=50 A, andIs=15 A.

FIG. 6. Axial profiles ofne using the typeB antennasad before andsbd after
the density jumps:sad Open boxes, open triangles, and closed triangles show
sIm,Isd=s0 A,0 Ad, s50 A,0 Ad, and s50 A,16 Ad, respectively;sbd open
and closed circlessopen and closed trianglesd denotesIm,Isd=s50 A,0 Ad
and s50 A,16 Ad, respectively, withPAr =0.5s2d mTorr.
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